I WANT TO WORK ON MY 4-H PROJECT, WHERE DO I START?

During this time there are a lot of questions regarding 4-H, such as:

• How should I plan for my projects?
• Should I take market animals?
• I didn’t get my project books before the office closed how can I work on my project?

Today’s topic is: Cloverbuds During this time many are asking what to do with their Cloverbuds. While I had posted some ideas earlier, here is a sample of the Big Book of Cloverbuds.


If you don’t have access to the full book, this link will give you a few lessons that you can use. Many of these activities involve physical activities that do not need supplies. You can do these in virtual meetings. Lesson One involves weather. While this is Ohio in the Spring we all know that we can hit just about every season in a very short time (Sometimes one day!) There are activities that you as a leader can engage your members in by showing them items in the mystery bag, or playing the safe or not safe game with them! You can forward the link to parents and there are activities that they can do with their family members, such as the what do I wear today activity, or the rainstorm in a jar. These activities do not require making purchases. You can use what you have in your homes already.

There are many other activities. When the parents do activities with the members at home, have them take pictures to share when you can meet again in person (or have them show at the next virtual meeting). Maybe you will have them make a poster of activities they did while home during COVID-19.

Once we have a source to give you for obtaining your books, we will let you all know.

If you have questions or are interested in more information, please reach out to Julie Mackey at Mackey.181@osu.edu or Jacki Baca at Baca.30@osu.edu.